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ABSTRACT

Microorganisms require protection against the potentially damaging effects of ultraviolet
radiation exposure. Photoprotection is, in part, provided by mycosporine-like amino acids
(MAAs). Previous reports have proposed that non-radiative decay mediates the impressive
photoprotection abilities of MAAs. In this letter, we present the first ultrafast dynamics study of
two MAAs, shinorine and porphyra-334. We demonstrate that, in aqueous solution, these MAAs
relax along their S1 coordinate towards the S1/S0 conical intersection within a few hundred
femtoseconds after photoexcitation, and then traverse the conical intersection and vibrationally
cool in approximately 1 picosecond through heat transfer to the solvent. This new insight allows
a quintessential component of microbial life to be unraveled and informs the development of
molecular

photon-to-heat

converters

for

myriad

applications.
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The harsh ultraviolet (UV) conditions on Archean Earth was one environmental stressor that
Nature was forced to respond and adapt to.1 The evolution of natural UV protectants is uncertain;
however, it has been suggested that mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) may be among some
of the earliest UV-screening compounds.1,2 MAAs remain key multifunctional molecules for
microbial life and are biosynthesized by cyanobacteria, fungi and algae.3,4 While there are many
proposed functions for MAAs, the focus of this present letter is to experimentally probe, at the
molecular level, the origin of their photoprotective abilities.4-9 MAAs are composed of either a
cyclohexenone or cyclohexenimine core unit while substituents on the ring result in variable
peak absorptions in the UVA (400-315 nm) and UVB (315-280 nm), and molar extinction
coefficients (ε) around 40,000 M-1cm-1.3,5,10
The two MAAs of interest presented here are shinorine and porphyra-334, shown in Figure 1.
The photodecomposition, fluorescence and triplet quantum yields for these MAAs have
previously been reported.11-13 Furthermore, photoacoustic calorimetry performed by Conde et
al.12 reported that MAAs release ~97 % of absorbed UV radiation as heat to their surroundings.
While the above findings imply non-radiative decay to be the dominant relaxation mechanism,
tracking this UV-to-heat energy transfer process in real-time has remained elusive. Ultrafast
spectroscopy can be used to track, and understand in unrivalled detail, energy flow; indeed, such
studies have revealed energy transfer processes in MAA motifs,14-17 but not for the MAAs
themselves. More broadly, an understanding of molecular photon-to-heat conversion impacts
environmental, medicinal and cosmeceutical industries to name a few.
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Figure 1. Experimental UV-visible spectra of 40 µM shinorine and 47 µM porphyra-334 in
water. Theoretical predictions are presented as lines with the highest predicted oscillator strength
normalized to the experimental absorption of porphyra-334. The corresponding orbitals are
displayed as inset. Also shown are the structures of shinorine (black) and porphyra-334 (red),
λmax and molar extinction coefficient.18,19
Here, we use transient electronic absorption spectroscopy (TEAS) to track the photoexcited
state dynamics of shinorine and porphyra-334. Along with complementary theory and steadystate spectroscopic methods, we glean new insight into the photophysics of microbial life.
Through probing, at the molecular level, how natural systems have evolved to withstand UV
radiation, we can apply biological principles to the design of synthetic, biomimetic molecular
photon-to-heat converters.
Shinorine and porphyra-334 were extracted and purified from Helioguard™ 365 (Mibelle
Biochemistry);20-23 a commercial product that contains extracts (from the red algae Porphyra
umbilicalis) that consist of about 0.1 % MAAs (dry weight). Experimental details can be found
in section S1 in the Supporting Information (SI). The UV-visible spectra of aqueous solutions of
shinorine (λmax = 333 nm) and porphyra-334 (λmax = 334 nm) and their structures are given in
Figure 1.
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Using TURBOMOLE,24 we calculated the vertical excitation energies of shinorine and
porphyra-334 in their zwitterionic form, the form responsible for their strong UV absorption,25,26
using the second-order approximate coupled-cluster singles and doubles method (RI-CC2)
employed with the resolution-of-the-identity approximation,27-29 see Figure 1. The def2-TZVP
basis set was used along with an implicit solvent model for water.30 These calculations indicate
that the absorption corresponds to an S1←S0 transition with ππ* character in line with previous
work.25,26,31,32 On closer inspection of the orbital character (inset Figure 1), there is the presence
of charge-transfer from the methoxy

substituent (-OCH3). We evaluated the effect of the

methoxy substituent by performing the same RI-CC2 calculations on shinorine and porphyra-334
without the methoxy group. The predicted S1 excitation energies for these structures were
spectrally blue-shifted 12 nm, highlighting that the presence of the methoxy substituent reduces
the HOMO to LUMO band gap (section S2), in accord with experiment.33
The transient absorption spectra (TAS) of shinorine and porphyra-334 following
photoexcitation at their respective λmax are displayed as false colour heat maps in Figure 2a,b and
as lineouts in Figure 2c,d. Given that shinorine and porphyra-334 differ only by a single methyl
group that is not directly part of the chromophore, it is unsurprising that both TAS are almost
identical; we therefore elect to discuss the TAS together.
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Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra (TAS) presented as false colour heat maps for (a)
shinorine and (b) porphyra-334 photoexcited at their respective λmax. Time delays are plotted
linearly until 5 ps and then as a logarithmic scale from 5 to 1900 ps. TAS presented as lineouts at
selected time delays for (c) shinorine and (d) porphyra-334 photoexcited at their respective λmax.
The insets of (c) and (d) are TAS taken at 1900 ps. Transients at selected wavelengths for (e)
shinorine and (f) porphyra-334 photoexcited at their respective λmax. The open circles are the data
and the solid lines are the fit.
Three main features characterize the TAS of shinorine and porphyra-334. Firstly, there is a
ground state bleach (GSB) present from time-zero (Dt = 0, where our photoexcitation, or ‘pump’,
and detection, or ‘probe’ beams are temporally overlapped) around 340-350 nm which is to be
expected as the absorption profiles of shinorine and porphyra-334 extend to ~350 nm (Figure 1).
Additionally, at early Dt, stimulated emission is observed spanning ~375-740 nm, which
spectrally red-shifts over time. This feature, in part, concurs with reported fluorescence profiles,
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which supports our assignment.11-13 The third feature is an excited state absorption (ESA) which
grows in around 350-400 nm, suggestive of consecutive kinetics.
To extract excited state lifetimes associated with the experimentally observed photodynamics,
a global sequential model was employed using the software package Glotaran.34,35 For both
MAAs, three lifetimes were required for the fit, shown in Table 1. Figure 2e,f displays transients
at selected wavelengths with the global fit (solid line) overlaying the data (open circles). The
quality of the fit can be assessed through the associated residuals (Figure S12).
Table 1. Lifetimes and associated errors extracted from the global sequential fit of shinorine and
porphyra-334 photoexcited at their respective λmax.
MAA

τ1 (fs)

τ2 (ps)

τ3 (ps)

Shinorine

190 ± 90

1.17 ± 0.09

> 1900

Porphyra-334

310 ± 90

1.11 ± 0.09

> 1900

The first lifetime, τ1, is on the order of a few hundred femtoseconds, which we assign to
MAAs undergoing fast geometry relaxion along the S1 reaction coordinate towards the S1/S0
conical intersection (CI). t1 for shinorine and porphyra-334 is in excellent accord with the
previously predicted S1 lifetimes for the model MAA chromophore investigated using nonadiabatic molecular dynamics.36
The second lifetime, τ2, which is approximately 1.1 ps, is assigned to population traversing
through the S1/S0 CI and subsequent vibrational cooling along the S0 coordinate via vibrational
energy transfer, both intramolecular and intermolecular (to the solvent). This results in the decay
of two features, firstly the stimulated emission at long probe wavelengths (evidenced by the mild
stimulated emission out to 2 ps; see lineouts in Figure 2c,d and evolution associated difference
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spectra in Figure S12, both centered around 450-740 nm), and secondly the decay of the
vibrationally hot ground electronic state centered around 375 nm. The observed vibrational
cooling is relatively fast which we suggest is attributed to the large hydrogen bonding network
that plays an important role in the vibrational relaxation of MAAs. This conclusion is based on
both our earlier work which demonstrated increased solvent polarity resulted in faster vibrational
cooling for an MAA motif,14 and a previous computational study which examined porphyra334’s efficient dissipation of absorbed energy in water.32 Specifically, the charged nature of
zwitterions strengthens the interaction between the solute and first hydration shell allowing for
fast and efficient dissipation of excess energy to the extended hydrogen bonding network.32
Furthermore, our assignment is supported by other ultrafast spectroscopic studies on similar
molecules that have reported fast vibrational relaxation in the ground electronic state.37-39
The overall relaxation mechanism proposed supra is displayed as a schematic in Figure 3. To
probe the apparent barrierless decay observed experimentally, we employed gas-phase excited
state relaxations from the Franck-Condon geometry using time-dependent density functional
theory. These calculations yielded a structure with negative excitation energy, suggesting the
presence of a CI,40 and corroborating our experimental findings (section S1.5 and S2 in the SI).
Indeed, this is in accord with previous calculations using CASSCF/CASPT2 methodology which
predict a barrierless decay towards a CI dominated by an out-of-plane displacement of the ring
substituents of MAAs.31,36,41
The final lifetime, τ3 > 1900 ps, for both shinorine and porphyra-334, is attributed to any
remaining species trapped in their excited state. The excited state refers to the S1 state or triplet
state. Alternatively, this could be attributed to a photoproduct. As the fluorescence lifetime is
~0.4 ns,11-13 the latter two (triplet state or photoproduct) seem most likely. We add that our TEAS
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measurements were unable to detect any further stimulated emission out to 0.4 ns, a consequence
of the very low fluorescence quantum yields (~10-4),11-13 which would make observing this
unlikely within our experimental signal-to-noise. For clarity, the inset of Figure 2c,d shows TAS
at a Dt of 1900 ps. These spectra show the persistence of a GSB feature at ~340 nm and two
ESAs at ~400 nm and ~500-740 nm. Power dependency studies of the ESAs displayed singlephoton induced dynamics for the former, assigned to triplet state formation (see later discussion),
and two-photon induced dynamics for the latter, tentatively assigned to a solvated electron from
the solvent (and/or solute, Figure S15), in accord with previous studies.42,43 The former feature
contributes towards the persistent GSB in the TEAS experiment. We add, two-photon induced
dynamics are unlikely to be initiated by the sun or in our steady-state irradiations discussed infra.

Figure 3. Schematic of the photoprotection mechanism of MAAs.
The presence of a persistent GSB at extended time delays (Dt > 1900 ps), albeit very low in
intensity, warrants further discussion. The GSB in the TAS of Figure 2 has (mostly) been
omitted due to imperfect pump subtraction. At the expense of time resolution and signal
intensity, a modification to our setup enabled imperfect pump subtraction to be greatly reduced
allowing the GSB to be observed (sections S1.3 and S3.4). By assessing the signal intensity of
the GSB at 0.1 and 1900 ps, we estimate that there is ≥95 % GSB recovery within 1900 ps; the
caveat here is we assume that there is no overlapping ESA (Figure S24). This indicates that nonradiative decay is the dominant relaxation mechanism for excited shinorine and porphyra-334, in
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accord with previous photoacoustic calorimetry findings.12 Additional experiments following
photoexcitation at 310 nm lends further support to this conclusion (section S3.4.2).
To further explore the resulting GSB, steady-state irradiation studies (see Figure 4) were
performed to assess any photoproduct absorption. We observed very little degradation over a 5
hour period in our samples (~1 %), in line with the previously reported photodegradation
quantum yields and almost complete GSB recovery we observed in this study.11-13 We add that
liquid chromatography mass spectrometry after irradiation (not shown) indicated the absence of
new species absorbing at ~330 nm.

Figure 4. UV-visible spectra before and after 5 hours of irradiation for (a) shinorine and (b)
porphyra-334.
Comparison of the difference spectra between pre and post irradiated samples (Figure S25) and
the 1900 ps TAS (Figure 2) for both MAAs show that the two spectra do not correlate. Whilst it
is possible some of the (very minor) incomplete GSB recovery is due to photoproduct formation,
the absorption at 1900 ps (~350-450 nm) more closely resembles the previously reported triplet
absorption.11-13 As a result, we are confident that triplet state formation is the main source of
incomplete GSB recovery.
Our triplet state predictions for the Franck-Condon geometry using RI-CC2 methodology
found that the lower-lying T1 (402 nm for shinorine and 403 nm for porphyra-334) is closest to
the S1,27-29,44,45 see section S2 in the SI. Given that the orbital character of the S1 and T1 are the
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same, this plausibly explains the low quantum yield for intersystem crossing,11,12 owing to ElSayed’s rule.46 Further to this, as the triplet lifetime is on the microsecond timescale,11,12 we
propose that the triplet state mostly returns to the original ground state, accounting for the low
amount of photodegradation observed in our irradiation studies.
We close the discussion by adding that the above experiments were also conducted on
Helioguard™ 365 with little observed differences compared to the isolated MAA samples
described within (section S5). This suggests that the efficacy of photoprotection is maintained in
a more complex environment.
In summary, we have explored the blueprints of microbial photoprotection. By using TEAS for
the first time to track the non-radiative energy flow in two MAAs shinorine and porphyra-334,
we have linked their ultrafast relaxation dynamics with their unrivalled long-term photostability.
Relaxation to the ground state and the consequent vibrational cooling occurs within ~2 ps with at
most 5 % GSB not recovering within 1900 ps. If MAAs were present during the Archean Earth
and experienced selection pressures, the consequent excited state dynamics reflects their
unprecedented UV screening properties. In highlighting Nature’s approach to photoprotection,
this work can contribute to developments in a myriad of industries where molecular photon-toheat converters have important applications.
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